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lnteracti ve disambigリationwill be necessary in future Machine Translation and Machine Inte1-pretation 
systems to be used m non-restricted contexts by the general public. In order to determine which 
ambiguities end users could and should help the system disambiguate, and which (possibly multimodal) 
disambiguation methods are most appropriate, we have started to build MIDDIM-DB, a data base of real 
ambiguities and simulated or implemented disambiguation methods. 

A first version has already been prototyped in HyperCard, and has shown the need for some design 
improvements. This paper elaborates on the motivat10ns to build such a data base, and presents the main 
aspects of the design of a second version. An important byproduct of this enterprise is an exact and 
formal definition of what an ambiguity is, so that an ambiguity becomes a computational object. 

Introduction: context of the project and envisaged situations 

The MIDDIM project (Multimodal Interactive Disambiguation / Desambigu'isation Interactive 
Multimodale) is a 3-year cooperative research project between ATR and CNRS+ that started in July 
1993. Its aims are to s_tudy multi modal interact1 ve disambiguation methods, and more generally 
interactive disambi0uat10n methods, within the contexts of personal machine translation of written 
documents by monolmgual authors and of speech translation of dialogues between monolingual locutors 
(interpreting telecon11mmications). 

It must be stressed that interactive disambiguation is not to be used to solve all ambiguities. On the 
contrary, os mony 0111b1:guities os possible should be reduced outomatically. The remoining ones should 
be solved by interoctwn os far as practically possible. What is left would have to be reduced 
outomatically again, by using preferences and defaults. 

1. Written documents 

In the intended situations, a (normally monoling叫） author creates a document and helps the system 
translate it into one or more target languages, by g_uiding the _automatic process through the inse11ion of 
optional marks and by selecting among competmg analysis results in the course of a clarification 
dialogue. This Dialogue-Based approach (DBMT) is currently being pursued by several research groups, 
including IBM-Japan (JETS system [l]) and GETA-IMAG (LIDIA project [11]). 

In the case of LIDIA, the emphasis is to go from a mockup to a usable prototype. The documents to 
translate are of two main types: 

purely textual ("unimodal") and relatively simple documents, such as abstracts; 

multimodal and text叫 lyvery fragmented documents, such as slides and HyperCard stacks (both 
considered as hype11exts containing text plus graphics, and possibly images, sound, video, etc.). 

2. Spoken dialogues 

In the intended situations, two humans ignorant of each other's language (try to) communicate by using 
a MI (Machine Interpretation) system. Due to the limitations in the current state of the art, a human 
interpreter, an expert of the system, should be on hand to help when communication through the MI 
system becomes too difficult. We elaborate this point in II.2 below. 
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伽lytwo languages are tackled at a time, but there are heavy delay constraints which will usually make it 
unpossible to solve all ambiguities interactively. Given the fact that two presumably intelligent humans 
are conversing, it seems actually better to ask them as few questions as possible, and to leave them free 
to choose whether or not to request the other person to claiify an unclear point. 

In contrast to DBMT, where available devices are quite stand~rd, _we must distinguish here between two 
kinds of spoken dialogues, according to the available con1111umcat10n devices. 

In telephone dialogues. speech is almost exclusively used. Apa11 of using speech, the users may 
send very sho1i messages by using the small telephone keypad, and receive short written 
messages on the message window which is incorporated in an increasing number of telephone 
sets (international phones, hotel phones, etc.). 

In multimodal diologues, the users may also share graphics such as maps or forms, and see their 
interlocutor's face and scene through video. Multimodal analysis systems might use clues from 
different modalities to autornatically solve ambiguities unsolvable in unimodal contexts. For 
example, the antecedent of a pronoun may be the reference of the object or icon pointed at with the 
mouse. 

To sum up, then, there are tl11・ee envisaged contexts: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Translation of texts or hypettexts. 

Inte11)retation of telephone-only dialogues. 

Inte11)retation of rnultimodal dialogues. 

3. Previous 

I. 

work 

A small collection of abstracts and slides, and the written transcriptions of two dialogues from [8], has 
been selected to be the "test cm-pus" for building MIDDIM-DB [9]. One dialogue is a telephone dialogue 
and the other a multirnodal dialogue. 

A first version, MIDDIM-DB 1.0, has been implemented in HyperCard by J. Winship for her Erasmus 
project at GETA. Its design is discussed in [12], and a complete documentation may be found in [15]. 

It was planned to integrate sound and video recordings in the data base at a later stage, and thus the 
current design does not yet take them into account. However, experiments conducted by G. Fafiotte 
have shown that audio and video tapes from A TR can easily be used to attach appropriate audio and 
video sequences to HyperCard cards. 

The remainder of the report is organized as follows. First, we try to make the notion of "ambiguity" 
operational, so that it makes sense to speak of ambiguities as objects to be put in a data base. Then we 
demonstrate the necessity of studying i_nteractive disambiguation in~eneral, and multimodal interactive 
disambiguation in pm1icular, if one seriously wants to produce practical systems of the envisaged kinds. 
As the usefulness of constructing a data base of ambiguities may not be obvious, we then list its potential 
usages for studies and experiments. 日nally,we present the design of a second version, MIDDIM-DB.2, 
with reference to that of the first version. 

Ambiguities as formal objects 

1. When do we say there is an ambiguity? 

In the us叫 sense,there is an ambig¥1ity in an utterance if there are at least two ways of understanding it. 
The utterance may be spoken or wntten, may be a sentence, a phrase, a sequence of words, syllables, 
etc. This, however, does not gi~e l~S a precise criterion. Because human understanding heavily depends 
on the context and the commumcat1ve situation, it is indeed a very conunon expe1ience that something is 
ambiguous for one person and not for another. 

We will explicitly exclude the meanin~of "ambiguous" illustrated by the sentence "river is ambiguous 
with stream". What this sentence says 1s that the same concept may be rendered by "river" or "stream". 
But that is homonymy and not ambiguity. 

Note that, in the common understanding, ambiguities are justly felt to be of different kinds. Maybe what 
I have heard was ambiguous between "pen" and "pin", and if it was "pen", I don't know whether it is a 
writing tool or an enclosure for animals, etc. These distinctions should be captured in any formalization. 
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Another observation is that ambiguities "manifested" on fr~gments of utterances are usually not all the 
potential ambiguities shown by the fragments taken in isolat1on. 

2. Any operational notion of ambiguity must be based on a "computable" 
representation system 

As human understanding cannot be examined, we replace "different understanding" by''different 
representations". Then, we can say that there is a phonetic ambiguity in an utterance if it has at least two 
different phonetic representations, and so forth for all the levels of representation, from phonetic to 
orthographic, morphological, morphosyntactic, syntagmatic, functional, logical, semantic, and 
pragmatic. 

Classical representation systems are based on lists of binary features, flat or complex attribute structures 
(prope1ty lists), labeled or decorated trees, various types of feature-structures, graphs or networks, and 
logical fom1ulae. 

Now、weare still left with two questions: 

1) which representatio11 system do we choose? 

2) how do we determine the representation or representations of a particular utterance in a specific 
representation system? 

The answer to the first question is a practical one. The representation system must be fine-grained 
enough to allow the intended operations. For instance, text-to-speech requires less detail than translation. 
On the other hand, it is counter-productive to make too many distinctions. For example, what is the use 
of defining a system of 1000 semantic features if no system and no lexicographers may assign them to 
terms in an efficient and reliable way? There is also a matter of taste and consensus. Although different 
representation systems may be formally equivalent, researchers and developers have their preferences. 
Finally, we should prefer representations amenable to efficient computer processing. 

As far as the second question is concerned, two aspects should be distinguished. First, the consensus on 
a representation system goes with a consensus on its semantics. This means that people using a 
pmticular representation system should develop guidelines enabling them to decide which representations 
an utterance should have, at each level, and to create them by hand if challenged to do so. Second, these 
guidelines should be refined to the point where they may be used to specify and implement a parser 
producing all and only the intended representations for any utterance in the intended・domain of 
discourse. 

Definitions 

A℃ omputable" representation system is a representation system for which a "reasonable" parser can be 

developed. 

A守easonable"parser is a parser such as: 

• its size and time complexity are tractable over the class of intended utterances; 

• if it is not yet completed, assumptions about its ultimate capabilities, especially about its 
disambiguation capabilities, are realistic given the state of the ai1. 

Suppose, then, that we have defined a computable representation. We may not have the resources to 
build an adequate parser for it. or the one we have built may not yet be adequate. In tho「cose,given the 
foct tlzot we ore spec(fying wlwt the porser should ond could produce, we moy onticipote ond soy that cm 
utrercmce presents on 0111biguiハ,c~f such ond such types. This only means that we expect that an adequate 
parser will produce at least two representations for the utterance at the considered level. 

3. Definition of ambiguities as formal objects 

Up to now, we have simply said that "an utterance" is ambiguous. In reality, we always narrow down to 
some "ambiguous pai1" in the utterance. This is what we want to formalize now. 

Let us first take an example. Consider the utterance: 

(1) Do you know where the international telephone services are located? 

3
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We would like to say that the underlined fragment has an ambiguity of attachment, because it has two 
different "skeleton" [6] representations: 

[international telephone] services/ international [telephone services] 

However, it is not enough to consider this sequence in isolation. Take for example: 

(2) The international telephone services many countries. 

The ambiguity has disappeared! It is indeed frequent that an ambiguity relative to a fragment appears, 
disappears and reappears as one broadens its context in an utterance. Hence, in order to define properly 
what an ambiguity is, we must consider the fragment within an utterance, and clarify the idea that the 
fragment is the smallest (within the utterance) where the ambiguity can be observed. 

Informally, then, a fragment F presents an ambiguity of degree n (n:2':2) in an 11tterance U if it has n 
different representations which can・be extended in the same way to give a complete representation of U. 
To qualify as suppo11 of the ambiguity, F should fmther be minimal relative to that ambiguity, which 
means that F and its associated n representations cannot be reduced to a strictly smaller fragment F'and 
then associated sub-representations without loosing the first prope11y. 

In example (1) above, then, the fragment "the international telephone services", together with the two 
skeleton representations 

the [international telephone] services/ the international [telephone services] 

is not minimal, because it and its two representations can be reduced to the subfragment "international 
telephone services" and its two representations (which are minimal). 

Definition 

An ambiguity A of degree n (n;:::2) relative to a representation system R, may be formally defined as: 

A=  (U, F, S, <s1, s2 ... s11>), where: 

-U is a complete utterance, called the context of the ambiguity. 

-Fis a fragment of U, usually, but not necessarily connex, the support of the ambiguity. 

-S is a representation of U in R, and s 1 is the pat1 of S representing F. 

-Each representation Si obtained by substituting s1 by Si (2::;;i::;;n) in Sis a representation of U. 

-Minimality condition: 

Let F'be any fragment of U strictly contained in F, and s'1, s'2 ... s'11 be the parts of 
s1, s2 ... s11 corresponding to F'. Then, for at least one i (2::;;i::;;n), the result of substituting s'1 
by s'i in Sis different from Si. 

The type of A is the way in which the Si differ, and must be defined relative to each pm1icular R. 

This may be illustrated by the following diagram, where we take the representations to be tree structures 
represented by triangles. 
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The white parts S¥s 1, ... S¥s0 must all be equal, while not all S¥s'1, ... S¥s玉areequal, or, equivalently, 
the differences s 1 ¥s'1, ... Sn ¥s玉cannot all be eq叫・

Note that the same fragment F can pm1icipate in several ambiguities, if for examples 1 is a pa11 of another 
structure S'for U. 

II. What is interactive disambiguation and do we really need multimodal 

interactive disambiguation? 

1 . Definition of interactive disambiguation 

Interactive disambi~uation is not just any sort of help given by users to an MT or MI system, such as 
spec1king clearly, し1smgsimple words, avoiding pronouns, and the like. 

It is an active pm1icipation in the automated process: 

- Input oriented interactive disambiguation, or GUIDANCE, consists in: 

• inserting disambiguating marks known to help the system, such as "stop" to separate two 
spoken utterances, or mo1-phosyntactic tags, such as "service_N", or generic task names, such 
as "hotel-booking", "path-finding", or "appointment-setting" (used to na1Tow down the 
lexicon). 

In telephone dialogues, there would be very few such marks, because they would have to be 
spoken. In the other situations, they could be easily inse11ed by clicking the mouse or touclling 
the screen with a finger. 

• interrupting to correct the utterance being processed, because it is realized that it was 
erroneous or too difficult for the system. 

- Output 01iented interactive disambiguation, or CLARIFICATION, consists in: 

• answering clarificmion questions presented by the system. These questions are all about 
ambiguities not solvable by the system. 

• selecting among multiple intermediate results while the system is processing the utterance, or 
correcting some of them. For example, a speech recognizer could show multiple candidates 
for words or plu・ases. Some of the ambiguities might be solved later by the system anyway, 
and some nlight not. Hence, this kind of interaction is best viewed as help to speed-up the 
whole process. 

This supposes some kind of feed-back, which will be available in DBMT and multimodal 
dialogues, but not in telephone dialogues, or only in a very limited way. 

2. Interactive disambiguation will be unavoidable in the envisaged contexts 

Automatic disambiguation of texts, even using extensive statistical tuning~nd relatively shall~w 
representations, reaches only about 75% "Viterbi consistency" in the best expenments done so far with 
large corpuses [6]. This means that the solution which is output as having the best score according to the 
parser is wrong 25% of the time. 

In contrast, the "structural consistency" can reach 95% to 96%. This means that the correct solution is 
almost always present among the solutions produced. However, the number of solutions produced for a 

string w is of the form kiwi, where k"'l.35 and lwl is the number of words in w. This gives about 8 
parses for an utterance of 7 words, 34 for one of 12 words, 144 for one of 17 words, 576 for one of 24 
words, and so fo11h 1. Hence, it is possible to build an interactive disambiguation process based on a 
binary decision tree of height less then n/2 (as log外.35"'0.432), which means asking as many as 27 
questions for a sentence such as this one, which contains 54 words and punctuations. 

This shows that interactive disarnbig~iation is necessary, if good performance is pursued in relatively 
open contexts、evenif only written mput is considered. At the same time, the number of questions 
needed to reach full disambiguation may be practically excessive. In that case, only the "most irnpo11ant" 

1 We stop at 24. but longer written sentences and spoken utterances are present in our test corpus [9]. For example, the 
second sentence in the abstract of this report has 43 words, not counting punctuation marks. 
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questions should be asked. One remaining analysis result should then be automatically selected on the 
basis of whatever formal crite1ia are available. 

The situation is far worse in speech recognition. The above figures seem to be attainable only in very 
restricted situations. Researchers at A TR mentioned Viterbi consistency rates of 30% in open contexts. 
Even if "input 01iented" interactive disambiguation makes it possible to nan-ow down the vocabulary so 
that a Viterbi consistency of 60% and a structural consistency of 85% are attained -these are very 
optinlistic figures -the overall Viterbi consistency of the whole speech recognition and analysis process 
would not exceed 45%, and the overall structural consistency 72%2. 

Hence, users will have to help. However, selectin~between various possibilities cannot lead to an 
overall performance better than the structural consistency. Users will have to provide directly some 
information to cover the structurally inconsistent cases, where there is no satisfactory solution to select. 
In DBMT, this could mean to give .a few prope1iies of an unknown word, or to transform a (skeleton) 
parse into one not produced by the analyzer. In multimodal dialogues, users could also type in some 
misrecognized words. 

In spoken dial?gue interpretation, however, it is not realistic to suppose that users might give enough 
new informat1011 to the system to cover 28% of the cases (from 72% to 100%). This is why 
K.H. Loken-Kim and I have proposed an architecture where a human inte1-preter, an expert on the 
system, may be called in to help when communication through the MI system stalls or deadlocks [7]. 

3. Why and how can interactive disambi0uation be multimodal? 
ら

Interactive disambiguation may be performed using only text, only speech, only graphics, or any 
combination of the tlu・ee. It is hypothesized that higher efficiency will be reached in multimedia contexts, 
where different techniques and conm1tmication channels can be combined. 

3 .1. Multimodal interactive disambiguation of written documents 

We may consider the following possibilities, usable alone or in conjunction: 

Textiwl interactive disambiguation tlu・ough menus (as in LIDIA-1.0 [13]). 
Graphical interactive disambiguation using colors, strnctures, icons, arrows pointing at possible 
referents, etc. For example, JETS [1] uses colors to hig~light possible depe叫 encyword pairs. 
To solve attachment ambiguities, the user could also marnpulate the "best_ guess" of the system, in 
something like the outline mode of WordTM, either under the constra111ts given by the set of 
possible structures (selection only) or in free mode (selection or correction). 
Spoken interactive disambiguation. Some questions could be spoken by the system. If speech 
synthesis is good enough, this would open interesting possibilities [2], e.g. to disambiguate about 
emphasis. A limited speech recognition capability, such as item spotting3, could be necessary to 
make spoken disambiguation dialogues natural and usable, because users would presumably 
expect to talk back and not to answer by typing, clicking or pointing. 

3. 2. Multimodal interactive disambiguation of telephone dialogues 

Although the telephone seems to be unimodal, it always has a numeric keyboard, and sometime a 1-way 
text pad. The numeric keyboard is routinely used for automated opinion polls and question-answering 
surveys. It could typically be used to interrupt the system in order to correct one's previous utterance. In 
addition, it could be used to control the overall communication process, e.g. by indicating one's desire to 
abort the translation because the message is already clear, or for any other reason. 

The text pad could be used by the system to send a very rough translation, obtained by word-for-word 
translation of the words spotted so far, so that the user may understand the message even before it is 
completely analyzed and disambiguated at the other end. 

However, it is clear that the bulk of the interactive disambiguation should be done through speech. 

2 To take the product may be oversimplified, because the sources of knowledge of speech recognition and linguistic 
analysis may not be independent. But a recent paper by Oviatt & Cohen (ref. in cmp-lg archive) estimates the en-or in doing 
so at bout 10梵， sothat the figures could'"climb" to 50磋 and80'7c in the best possible situation. Our argument still holds. 
3 In commercial applications such as telephone ordering, an item is a term to be chosen from a short list known by the 
speech recognizer. This is a simpler task than, for example, that of spotting words in continuous speech. 
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3. 3. Multimodal interactive disambiguation of multimodal dialogues 

In addition to what has been said for the case of written documents, it is possible to envisage 
disambiguation techniques based on the use of two modalities at the same time, because a sophisticated 
speech recognition system will necessarily be available. For instance, it is natural for a user to draw a 
circle around a spot on a map while pronouncing the name of something lying within the circle, such as 
the name of a train station, a street, a square or a monument. 

Also, the possibilities to offer guidance tools will increase enormously. For example, the speech 
recognizer could show its progress in a window, by displaying the words spotted so far in a graphic 
form (lattice or other). and the user could click to select the correct ones, or overwrite to correct the 
system and force his intended words. 

Ill. A data-base of ambiguities, what for? 

According to what has been said above, building an interactive disambiguation subsystem requires us to 
study in detail: 

the real ambiguities mising in the intended context. 
the methods used to solve them interactively. 

1 . Study of real ambiguities 

That study should be qualitative, quantitative, and relative: 

qualitative: ambiguity should be organized by linguistic criteria, and appropriate examples should 
be provided, in the tlu・ee envisaged contexts distinguished in the introduction. 

quantitative: the frequency of occurrence of each type of ambiguity should be researched, again in 
each envisaged contexts. 

relative: the relative importance of solving each type of ambiguity in each context should be 
resem-ched, as some relatively rare ambiguities may be more damaging to the task at 
hand than more frequent ones. 

That kind of study should be done by collecting information and examining it. The information sh叫 d
consist in real utterances, together with the analyses produced by_one (or more) reasonable parser, or, if 
none is available, with analyses produced manually as approximations of what a reasonable parser 
珈 uldproduce. 

The q叫 itativem1d quantitative analysis should consist in finding all ambiguities, sto1ing them as objects 
(see definition above) in the data base, classifying them, and counting them in vatious ways. 

How to perform a relative analysis is not yet very clear. A first idea is simply to have a human expe貫

translator or interpreter assign a "communicative penalty" to each ambiguity. The higher the penalty of an 
ambiguity, the more crucial it is to disambiguate it in order to avoid communication problems. 

For example, ambiguities on number is very frequent in Japanese. The expe11 would presumably decide 
that many of them don't need to be solved for good communication to be achieved, and assi an them low 
penalties. Finding out why some ambiguities are more crucial than others will help 111 designing 
disambiguation strategies which ask the most important questions first. This is important, because, as 
we have arcrued above, it will in many cases not be practical to ask all questions necessary to reach 
perfect disambiguation. 

2 . Simulation or experimentation of interactive disambiguation methods 

The objective of the project is to study which combinations are adequate in the envisaged contexts, and 
how to implement them in practice. 

Note that the database can only be used to study output-01iented (clarification) methods, because: 

it is not practical to store there the input (in case of speech) and the intermediate stages of 
recognition and analysis, and 
in any case, the effects of input-oriented methods could not be studied without using a completely 
implemented system. 
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3 . Help in Wizard of Oz experiments 

The study of interactive methods should lead us to propose experiments for the simulator. For example, 
one could write a simple program which would prompt the "wizard inte1-preter" to ask a disambiguating 
question of a ce11ain type (or types), at a given moment, so as to reach a preset goal of frequency of 
questions and relative frequency of each type of question. 

The program would simply keep a count of the number of clarification-oiiented utterances and prompt 
the wizard inte1-preter for a given type of question, or tell him or her to stop asking questions for a while. 

More could actually be done. For example, other wizards might help the wizard inte1-preter by preparing 
clarification questions. For this, they would spot an ambiguity, and fill an "ambiguity card" on the fly. 
This means that they would fill a field with the context of the ambiguity, select its suppo11, and prepare 
the associated representat10ns. 

In the case of lexical ambiguity, clicking on a button would access a dictionary, which would return 
appropriate definitions or synonyms as representations. 

In the case of a structural ambiguity, the helper wizard would quickly inse1i a few brackets, in the same 
way this is done by developers of tree banks [ 6]. 

In the case of a discourse ambiguity (illocutionary force type, speaker-hearer distinction, etc.), the helper 
wizard could checked the possible values in a panel, an so on. 

IV. Design 

A first version, MIDDIM-DB-1.0, has been developed by J. Winship in the framework of her 
ERASMUS stay at GETA from February to August 1994. This version, described in [12] has been 
installed and tried. Because of lack of time and underestimation of the difficulty of the task, it was not 
completely finished when we began to work on it at A TR. We have tried to round up its programmi1:g, 
and thereby studied the complete documentation given in [15]. This has led us to the decision to specify 
and implement a second version, which would: 

- completely overhaul the pai1 of the code and data structure aiming at making the base multiling叫
in the sense that all messages and button names appear in one among several menu-selectable 
dialogue languages. 

- normalize the prograrruning tec加iquesemployed, by 

• reducing the number of global variables from several dozens to at most one or two; 

• transforming all procedures ("scripts") which act directly on other objects (cards, fields, 
buttons) so that they only send messages to these objects. 

• improving the interface so that it conforms to the Macintosh guidelines and produces the 
expected look-and-feel. 

- take into account the possibility to integrate sound and video, by adding adequate fields and 
programming buttons to control them. 

It should be stressed that, although the first version was not finished and leaves room for many 
improvements, it is the result of an enormous amount of work by a very dedicated student. 

1 . Why HyperCard'? 

We have chosen HyperCard because: 

- it is able to suppo1t sound and video in addition to text; 

- it has a powerful programming language, HyperTalk; 

- it is multiscript, so that Japanese is supported without doing anything special; 

- it is open, in the sense that it can call any other application; 

- it is extensible, in the sense that "external commands" (XCMD) can be programmed in any 
available programnung language, and added to the repe1tory of HyperTalk con1111ands; 

- it is widely available, very well documented, and cheap. 
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We have experimented with videotapes produced by EMMI and with audio tape互.It proved quite easy 
to attach audio and video sequences to HyperCard cards. However, when convertmg a video tape into a 
QuickTime file on a Macintosh AV using Fusion RecorderTM, the sound was lost. This problem has yet 
to be fixed. 

HyperCard manipulates "stacks" which consist of "cards" on which we can store information. The cards 
in a stack are linked by a common subject. or theme. and the stack forms a HyperCard document. A card 
has a named background. and several cards can share a background. thus allowing the easy storage of 
data in a standard format. A stack can contain cards of several backgrounds. 

There are also buttons and fields. Buttons allow actions to be performed according to their scripts, a叫
fields allow the storage of text (fields are actually also "scriptable"). Both can be either pmt of the 
background of the card (in which case they appear on all cards with the same background), or of the card 
itself (in which case they appear only on that pmticular card). 

Scripts can be associated to buttons, fields. cards, backgrounds and stacks themselves. The scripting 
language. HyperTalk. functions on the piinciple of "message passing". 

Messages can be sent to objects (buttons, fields. cards and stacks), and the message is inte1-preted by the 
script of the receiving object. There exists a hierarchy in which messages pass. If the message is not 
interpreted by the receiving object. it passes in the hierarchy until it is intercepted. 

A message goes first of all to buttons and fields, then to cards, then to backgrounds, then to stacks in 
use, and finally to the Home stack before being passed to HyperCard itself if it's still not intercepted. 
The system sends messages itself automatically (e.g. the message'openCard'on the opening of a card), 
and these messages also pass in the same hierarchy and can be intercepted by user sciipts. 

2 . Architecture 

The architecture we propose for the second version is quite close to that explained in [12]. There is a top-
level implemented by one stack, and the "domains" relative to the documents, the ambi 0uities, the 
ambiguity types. and the disambiguation methods. are implemented in different stacks. 

2 .1. Top level: the MIDDIM-DB stack 

2.1.a Main menu 

The top level is implemented in the 
MIDDIM-DB stack. We show this card 
only to illustrate what buttons and fields 
are. The text "MIDDIM-DB" is contained 
in a field, which we lock to prevent users 
from editing it. Under it are three named 
buttons. Here is the script of the button 
"Documents". 

on mouseUp 
go to card "Document menu" 

end mouseUp 

Scripts may be as simple as that, or 
contain many''handlers" and be quite 
complex. The other 4 buttons have 
associated icons, and don't show their 
names (but they could, at a click of the 
mouse in the scripting panel). 

~liddimdt, 

凶且汎汎以li;;;;iil況3

Documents J (Ambiguities J (Disambiguation J 

ご三_J三

ぶ
3

〈口棗窟

2 .1. b Operations with documents 

From the''Document menu" card, it is possible to browse through the catalogue of stored documents. to 
add or delete a document, and to open it in the 01iginal form or in ASCII form to inspect its content. 

，
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2 .1. c Statistics on ambiguity types 

From the Statistics card ("Amb Ren 
Menu"), we can require various sorts of 
statistics, on one document, on a ty_pe of 
documents, or on the whole collect10n of 
documents. Counts and statistics can be 
obtained for specific ambiguity types, or 
for all types. 

2 .1. d Operations with 

disambiguation methods 

Mid,jirn,jb 

Required Statistics 

図Total 図Frequency

For By 

0 Corpu; 

(.!) All ambiguity types 

O One ambiguity type 

回一

(!1 One Document 

In the same way, there is a catalogue of 
disambiguation methods, with types. 
Programmed methods must be attached as 
external commands. Methods simulated by 
other HyperCard stacks can just be 
referenced by name. 

2. 2. Documents 

For a given document, we should be able to : 

- read it. 
- enter into the base the ambiguities that are in it, in such a way that we can access them after either 

by type or by document. 
- calculate statistics on the ambiguities that are in it. 
- access information on the document (a bibliographical reference, type etc.). 

O Dialogues 〇 吋 を 血

O Abstracts 

0 Slides 
亡

ご棗匂

We should also be able to access statistics on the types of documents that are in the base, and a I ist of 
their titles. 

2.2.a Catalogue stack 

The catalogue stack contains the information on all the documents (one card per document) and statistics 
on the number of documents by type (abstract, slide, telephone dialogue, multimodal dialogue), by 
original application (Word™, PowerPointTM, MacDraw TM, Win Text™ ...), etc. 

A document card contains : 

- the bibliographic reference (title, 
author, year etc ..) 
the source language of the document 
the type of the document 
the name of the file containing the 
document (in order to link the 
information with the actual 
document). 
whether or not it is a translation. 

This is a catalogue card for a document : 

Catalo_gue 巳l

Title I 
Author I I 

Year I I 
Publication I I 

Source Lang. I I 
Type () Summary () Dialogue O Tran.s-parent 

File Name I I □ Trnnilati,i「l

（ Edit ） 心⇔ 心
2.2. b Document stacks 

When a document named "DDD" is added to the catalogue, a stack named "DDD.ref'is created to 
contain its image. It contains a card showing the entire document, with the same information as in the 
catalogue, and then cards associated with "paragraphs" and "sentences". These terms may be understood 
as "utterance" and "turns" in the case of dialogues. 

The following cards correspond to the two levels of segmentation, with one card for each paragraph and 
one card for each sentence. 

10 
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The cards provide buttons for modifying the segmentation interactively, exactly as in MIDDIM-DB.1.0. 

We feel it is also necess紅 yto provide an external exchange format, with associated imp01i: and exp01i: 
functions. 

What has to be imp01i:ed and expo11ed is: 

the text (or transcription) and its 2-level segmentation. 
its representations (in one or several representation systems). We currently have fields for results 
of analysis by two parsers, one for GET A and one for A TR, and for hand-made representations. 

2.2.c Ambiguity stacks 

For each document named DDD, another stack, named "DDD.amb", is created to store the ambiguities. 

Her~, what has to be impo1ted and expo1ted is, for each ambiguity: 

its suppo1t (the fragment F in the definition above) and its context (U above). Both may be 
represented as references to the text or as plain copies. 
the name of the representation system (R). 
the ambiguity type in the linguistic classification [ 14] 
the main structure (S) and the competing substructures sj. 

2. 3. Ambiguity types 

2.3.a Explanation of ambiguity types 

Ambiguity types are combinations of 
features which characterize the differences 
between the competing substructures Si 
from a linguistic point of view. 

Here is an ambiguity card of MIDDIM-
DB .1.0. We are currently working with 
M. Tomokiyo and researchers from 
GET A to design a simpler presentation of 
the classification used here. 

Basically, then, an ambiguity type is a 
combination of binary features, expressing 
answers to questions such as: 

is the ambiguity accidental or fatal 
(does it appear in all contexts)? 
does it concern text, speech、or
both? 

I REF.・ amb;g"HY ,,c: デ告。eomaaj冒□□亘：

日oral □ str『.1,:t.,.1re □,,:,・e/-ol,:9iq.,a s,.1bord i ,,.,¥ion □ ""''-', I心 ,.1rm1r邑四

年it. ロ年1装 nt.,コI□叩 t.,,ct.i q, ・,.日,:or,t. i f i c,, l.eur 口c,,,:,rdin,, I. i ,:,n, ,,pp,,s 

□ fat.al O ins匂 i,,n 日国verヒ＇，。 Ie □ p匹 nomin,, I e □ d紅 ermir.. ,t.ion, g砂 'IC□ cl,,ss O el I ipse• 如 nt.i,定 □,,dj● ct.i•,,,1 ospect., mヽ：唸 Ii1,4_, t心 mps

□ int心rn•O amか：,, ・.□ pol•J••mie □ m,, ¥s c,,mpos毎日四I. lo9iq,.1e引: s却，
D知 I.冠嘔□n号北ion Or点e心 tiI.ion 

□ inv紅 ・sion □di 
□ cingramm,, t. i co I 日悶，：悶；，:~;; ;:~.: • ご'・'恒ur

,,:o•.1rs i v・ロ曹st.r,,,:. de c,:,n, I. i I.. gromm 

(Analyse Nain)I: Analyse Nach J(~araphrase) 

1・ARIANE) (ATR)  

Disambiguation methods 

Remarks 

区ニ
心¢ 心 ＜・ロ

Text r、1打 9しl

does it concern the morphosyntactic class? 
does it concern attachment, and in this case is it relative to coordination, prepositional attachment, 
quantifier scope, negation scope, etc.? 

The last item in our list shows that we may have to organize the classification of ambiguities along a 2-
level system of features, that is, using features and subfeatures. That w叫 dresemble the use of 
classification hierarchies in other pai1s of the description of linguistic ph~nomena. For instance, nouns 
may be refined into common nouns and proper nounふ propernouns mto person names and place 
names, place names into country names and others, etc. 

2.3.b Guided tour in documents 

The stack of ambiguity types was not specified in [12]. We think it maybe useful to introduce it, so that 
linguist developers, and later helper wizards, can develop a common understanding of the classification 
used. For this, the stack should provide a kind of "guided tour" of ambiguities, in example stacks 
annotated with explanations, and in the stacks associated with the documents. 

11 
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2. 3. c Simulation of interactive disambiguation methods on linguistic examples 

Finally, this stack should provide examples of disambicruation methods applied to test cases. Again, 
these methods can be simulated, as was done by H. Blanchon at COLTNG-92 [3], or actually executed, 
as done in the LID IA-1. 0 prototype [ 13] 

2. 4. Disambiguation methods 

In this domain, we have to be able to: 

-add a method to the base, and produce links from it to one or more ambiguities 
-activate methods from the ambiguities to which they apply 
-initiate the disambiguation of a document 
-initiate the disambiguation of a ce11ain type of ambiguity in the base 
-access information on the methods available in the base 

詞 sstack should also contain a "guided tour", with explanations and illustrations of each method. 

3 . How to make stacks multiling叫

The solution used in MIDDIM-DB-1.0 to make the stack multilingual is very complex: 

- A global variable must be created for each message. 
- The content of each button has to be the list of its names in the possible dialogue languages, which 

prevents using it in normal ways, e.g. to generate a pop-up menu. 
- Because of the desire to pern廿t
． 

．
 

to change the dialogue language at any time, 

to edit the messages at any time, and, even more, 

1

~

 

• to add a new dialogue language at any time, 
all main sc1ipts check whether one of these conditions is met, and behave accordingly. 

At _the same time, it is still incomplete, because button names used in scripts are not changed in the 
scnpts when the dialogue language changes, which prevents the scripts to run as they should. Using the 
button identifiers instead of their names makes the sc1ipts very difficult to read and debug. 

What we propose to do, then, is the following: 

- create a special card at the top level to handle everything concerning the management of the 
dialogue languages and of the messages. 

- replace all messages and button names in sclipts by calls to a unique handler, MiddimMsg(), the 
calls being of the form: 

MiddimMsg (msgーじype、msg-number, &l, &2 ... , &n) 
--msg-type is B for button-name and M for message 
--msg-number is an integer identifying the message 
--&l, &2…, &n are parameters to substitute in corresponding 
--place holders in the message pattern. 

- physically change the names of the buttons only when a background is entered, and then do it for 
all the cards shaiing this background. To do this, it is enough to 

• add one (hidden) "thisBackgroundDialogueLanguage" field to each background, and use one 
global vaiiable "currentMiddimDialogueLanguage". 

• add one line to each "openBackground" handler, in order to pass the message to the 
"changeButtonNarnes" handler in the MiddimMsg card. 

This type of solution has been used extensively in the Ariane-GS MT shell, and should work as well 
here. A very big advantage is that it could in principle be applied to any existing stack, with extremely 
systematic and localized modifications. 

1

ー．＂
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Conclusion 

We hope to implement these specifications before next April, and send first prelin廿naryversions to A TR 
before January. Working on this data base is however not only a practical endeavour. As we have seen, 
it has prompted the quest for a precise, formalized definition of ambiguities. In the same vein. we hope 
to clarify the notion of "type of ambiguity" in the near future, with the help of linguists from GETA and 
from A TR, and to embody it in the new design. 
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